


SÜSS: german deSSert bar

This logo was created for a small bakery specializing in authentic German desserts. 

The logo, as well as the bird graphic, has been used throughout the bakery’s 

menu, stationery, packaging and products. 





the buku Project 
 

This poster was designed for the 2018 Music Festival,  

The Buku Project.  Merchandise was also created to  

accompany the poster, along with a t-shirt and a tote bag.





kraftheinz magalogue

This magalogue for the KraftHeinz Company consists of thirty-six pages.   

The magalogue contains articles relating to both the history of each individual  

company and the recent merger of Kraft and Heinz that took place in 2017.   

The layout is composed of a four-column grid system, divided into two large  

columns to allow for better type flow, image placement and important pull quotes. 





mother Victorian’S candieS 
 

This Victorian style candies line features hand-drawn logos  

colored and refined in photoshop. The logos were printed onto  

small, multi-colored, paper bags to complete the project. 





buddy’S brewS: microbrewery & taVern

This logo was created for a company that prints your dog’s image onto beer 

bottles. The logo has been implemented throughout the company’s branding 

manual, designs, patterns, stationery and other products such as merchandise. 





diVerSity PoSter 
 

The task assigned was to create a poster that best depicted  

what diversity meant to us and had typographic elements.  

Matryoshkas of different nationalities, nesting within each other 

best represented the idea of diversity as well as acceptance.   



under the Sea

This series of sea creature icons have so much personality to offer,  

whether it be used for beachhouse or bathroom decore. A great amount 

of development and experimenting brought these three icons (tricons) to life.



Vine SPiralS 
 

A copper-plate engraving was created during a month-long process that involved 

applying thick, tar-like layers of ink, burnishing away the desired areas and linework, 

and resting the plate in an acid-bath solution for a period of time. This process was 

repeated numerous times until the desired image was created. Several copies were 

printed in multiple colors on rich, Hannelora print-making paper.



SProut: beginner’S Succulent green houSe 
 

This piece was created for the Kutztown University Senior project during the internship 

assignment. Free, creative range was given  with no limitations. I had decided to create a 

package design based project in order to reflect what I had learned during my internship.





SeaSon of the witch

This series of four spot illustrations is based around the four  

seasons. The project started with an initial concept sketch for 

the Halloween season detailing witches, from there the concept 

of witches celebrating the different seasons emerged.
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